FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CATI Training Systems CATI to Attend I/ITSEC 2018
Ozark, AL., November 13, 2018 - CATI Training Systems, please visit
CATI Training Systems at I/ITSEC 2018, November 26 -29 2018 in the
South Concourse at the Orange County Convention Center in Orlando,
Florida. As part of the CATI Training Systems relaunch, CATI will be
showing our latest solutions for training, simulation, synthetic
environments and virtual reality featuring X-IG® Version 4.2 and our
Virtual Reality (VR) helmet mounted display system. Please join us in
booth #1958. You can also see CATI X-IG® in action at the following
locations: 3D-Perception (booth 871), Digital Projection Inc. (booth 1908),
Canon (booth 2401), SA Photonics (booth 620), and General Dynamics
Information Technology (booth 685). To schedule a meeting or
demonstration, please contact Vincent Hill.
About CATI Training Systems
CATI Training Systems, headquartered in Ozark, AL., was initially
incorporated in 1992 as Carmel Applied Technologies, Inc. CATI entered
the competitive visual system providers market in 1997 with an OpenGL®
Silicon Graphics Incorporated (SGI) based image generator, X–IG®. CATI
Training Systems’ team continues to provide engineering services and
products for government, commercial and civilian organizations around
the world.
Today, CATI′s image generator solutions and UAS Training devices are all
PC–based. CATI′s image generators are specifically designed around
industry-standard OpenGL®, a high-performance graphics Application
Programming Interface (API), and OpenFlight®, the 3D standard format for
the visual simulation industry. The open design of X–IG® and X–Gen®,
run on 100% Commercial-Off-the-Shelf (COTS) PC–based hardware and
software. This allows us to offer high-performance, versatile capabilities
for various types of training, testing and experimentation. X-IG® and its
suite of associated tools and programs offer superior image fidelity,
realism, and ease of integration with most simulation systems.
Every system CATI has delivered provides unmatched user friendliness,
open architecture, COTS tools, and flexible interface options, all designed
for ease of use, and low acquisition, overhead, and life cycle support
costs.
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